


RolePlaying Suppliment for any game system and any campaign world.
Stats included for D&D 4E. Based on themes from the Realms of Edeos.



Seven Minutes to Midnight. 
Seven Scenarios for a party camping at night in the wilderness. 
Appropriate for any level. Stats included for D&D 4E.

So, your party is camped out for the night. The fighter takes first watch. Does he 
fall aslleep? Do you have anything unique and fresh planned for the night, or are you 
just rollling on a boring wandering monster table? Keep your party guessing by giving 
them a unique experince..

Say goodbye to boring wandering monster tables. Here are 7 full encounters, 
each with 7 variations, 49 permutations total! 

The seven options can be for different levels:
1.The party falls asleep.
2. Low Level (1)
3. Low Level
4. Mid Level
5. Mid Level
6. High Level
7.Highest Level (30)



1. Wolves.
a. the party member on watch fails his Endurance check and falls asleep. Elves 

and Eladrin fail their checks. The wolves eat all the food in the party's possession. The 
wolves attack with a coup de grace during their surprise round.

b. PC on watch hears a low rumbling. He barely manages to yell "Wolves" before 
they attack. Everyone wakes up.

c. The wolves surround the PC camp. They attack, then shift away. When two of 
their number are killed, they retreat, only to return the next night in full force. Only 
finding what drives these wolves will stop the sleepless nights.

d. The wolves show signs that a ranger may see. 
e. They are nether wolves. When they bite a PC, they grab him, and then teleport 

directly to their master, where they poof into a cloud of smoke. 
f. The wolves are only running from something bigger.
g. The wolves are undead, and are from a cemetary nearby. These wolves carry a 

disease, because they've been eating undead wolves. They are immune to necromantic 
spells. The PCs can find the tracks, which lead to a side trek adventure. Or, these are 
Nightmare Wolves, appearing in the sleep of each PC. Not every PC has the same exact 
dream, but they all wake up from a Nightmare with teeth marks. This damages each PC 
slightly. This keeps happening each night until the PCs trace down the wolves den. This 
can be done in the real world, or in the dream world.



2. Messenger.
a. Party member fails their Endurance check and falls asleep. The message is 

missed. They find the messenger slain, and have to go back.
b. Messenger surprises PCs. He brings the message. Its a scroll. The messenger 

disapears because he was an illusion anyway. When opening the scroll, it is an exploding 
rune trap or summoning device for a monster.

c. Messenger delivers a large green jem. He says its from anonymous, but they'll 
know what to do with it when the time is right. He goes away.

d. Correspondance from the king demands that you delay your present quest and 
immediately follow the messenger. He leads you into an ambush, the documents are 
forged.

e. Correspondance from the king - this time its real. He demands you follow the 
messenger back to the castle. If you don't, the messenger is away to report your 
tardiness. The messenger is forced to use magic and hex a party member with a tracking 
rune. If the party agrees, they are asked to go on a new quest. This should come at a time 
when the PCs are in a hurry. OR, the message comes in a dream, smoke signal, bird 
flock, etc...

f. The messenger dies at their feet from an arrow wound. His message isn't for the 
PCs, but if they read it, they discover how important it is. Do they take on the 
responsibility of delivering it?

g. An old sage gives them a cryptic message, spoken only. He insists they deliver 
it, but does not tell them who to deliver it to. He says they'll know when the time is 
right.



3. Mother and Child.
a. Party member fails their Endurance check and falls asleep. The party wakes up 

to a mother and child sleeping next to the fire with them.
b. Its the runaway wife of a general. She escaped camp and wants to run from her 

husband. However, he has an entire army at his hands, and will stop at nothing to have 
her back. She asks for help from the party. The child is the general's son.

c. She is a hag and the child is her pet demonlizard. She attacks when everyone 
falls asleep.

d. She is an incredible actress. She's been hired to spy on the PCs.
e. She's simply the bandit leader, leading them into an ambush.
f. She's really a wood nymph in disguise. She's protecting this part of the forest. 

This is her way of determining how the strangers will treat the defenseless. There are 
several opportunities to either help or hurt the forest. What she might do if the PCs 
mistrust her...

g. It is a great ally come to help them. The only problem is that the woman keeps 
passing out, and the party is forced to take up the baby during fights and skill checks. 



4. Three Elven Cutthroats
a. Party member fails their Endurance check and falls asleep. The Elves begin a 

'coup-de-grace against each PC, one at a time. 
b. This party was hired to track the PCs, and paid off the bartender or slipped in a 

sleeping drug into the wine. They planned their ambush on sleepy PCs.
c. The cutthroats get a surprise round with arrows.
d. The elven assassins slyly say that if the party doubles their salary, they'll walk 

away and forget this ever happened.
e. The elves begin only one round of combat, then manage to elude the PCs. This 

happens every night. The party has a long way to travel, but the elves come back every 
night.

f. They offer to share a campfire for the night with the PCs. They have wine and 
dice. They gamble and beat the PCs nearly every time. They join the PCs in battle and 
become allies. But when they encounter Eladrin, the elves go into a blood rage, do the 
PCs help, or stop the fight?

g. Make it three dwarves. They offer to camp with the PCs and share wine. 
Unfortunately, they steal the PCs blind in the middle of the night, then take off. The 
Elves seem to be able to walk right through any defenses that the PCs have erected.



5. Natural Disaster. Flood, fire, mudslide, rockslide, storm, etc... This will be a skills 
check. Unfortunately, these encounters can be leathal. There is not a way to fight, but 
instead to escape or survive.

a. Flood: Party member fails their Endurance check and falls asleep. High level 
PCs will simply fly, levitate, or ride their mounts.

b. Forest Fire. 
c. Mudslide 
d. Rockslide
e. Lightning Storm/ Dust Storm. Flying does not help in these situations.
f. Tornado
g. Locust/Ant/Scorpion Swarm

Strategies:
wait it out
run



6. A battle between two other parties. It cannot be determined which side may be good 
or evil.

a. Party member fails their Endurance check and falls asleep.
b. The PC or party ignores it. Nothing else happens. They have the opportunity to 

check out the battlefield after (plant quest seed here.) The party can also eavesdrop on 
conversations to gain info on a new fight they didn't know about before. Or they can join 
in on either side.

c. One of the sides attacks the PCs. Do the PCs fight back? If so, do they attempt 
to join forces with side B? Does Side B want to make that truce? 

d. One side slaughters the other side. They take no prisoners. The winning army 
digs in for the night. Now what?

e. both sides attack the party. There is no clear good or evil side. 
f. one side claims that there is a much faster way to travel. 
g. things begin to fall from the sky as the battle is in the air.



7. Green Glowing Bars... a Magical Cage. A wizard is casting it from afar, using a rusty 
birdcage and a black lovebird. He is using FAR SPELL and a magic circle ritual to do 
this from an extreme distance. Only PCs with very high perception checks will be able 
to detect him. Only PCs with feats will be able to attack him.

a. the party finds through expirimentation that anything non-metal will pass easily 
through the glowing bars. Fighters then have the choice to leave behind armor and 
swords. Magic users most likely simply step through. Once there are no more PCs in the 
cage, it disappears with everything that was in it. The items re-appear in the mage's 
circle. He quickly tosses them into a magic sack and runs away. (Check again to detect 
his presence.)

b. They are mocked by a passing band of orcs, who move on. Then the cage 
disappears. Does the party track the orcs, go after the wizard, or go about their business?

c. The party rolls a religion check to determine that touching the bars with coins 
causes the bars to disappear. The party uses up all their money doing so.

d. The party is forced to cast dispel magic at great cost.
e. After seeing a butterfly go through the barrier, they deduce that living matter 

can pass. So if they all strip naked, they can get through. Or turn into an animal.
f. The bars are cold to the touch, but harmless. They were erected by an ally. The 

party steps out of them... just in time to be flooded with zombies. Can the party find out 
that the bars are a barrier versus undead?

g. the bars are a powerful illusion. The bars burn the PCs hands, and the pain 
seems real. This is especially effective if the PCs are in a hurry. OR the party tries dispel 
magic.



Bonus Content: 

1. Lost cat. While in the previous town, the party saw a posted sign for a “lost cat”. 
There is a substantial reward for this animal. Hidden in its collar is a ring of great 
importance.

2. Herbs. While in the previous town, the party saw a posted sign for “Herbs Wanted”. 
There is a substantial reward for these herbs. 

3. Lost man. A man has wandered away from the local insane asylum. They encounter 
this man in the middle of the night. But, within his ramblings, they uncover a story quite 
different than the hospital would like them to believe.

4. Wanted Criminal. This man is hiding from the law. At first he pretends to be someone 
else. Then he tries to make a deal for his release. Then he fights. Then he begs for mercy.

5. Join our cult. They hear music in the distance. Upon investigating, they encounter the 
Cult of the Eye.

6. A moth lands nearby. It seems to turn into a person breifly. When the PC wakes up 
everyone in the group, the person has become a moth again. 

7. Allbright's quest.
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